[Development and validation of laboratory methods for antiretroviral quantitation using HPLC].
Development, validation and error characterization of three analytical methods, by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), for the quantitative analysis of ritonavir, saquinavir and abacavir in human plasma. Reagents and instrumentation used, preparation of different standards, sample extraction procedure from biologic matrix, and analytical conditions assayed were detailed to set up three analytical methods. In addition, the validation and the determination of analytical error were also described. The analytical methods developed for ritonavir, saquinavir and abacavir in human plasma were selective, linear (r2>0.99), precise (coefficients of variation<15%) and accurate (relative errors<15%) over the concentration range selected. The recovery was more than 95% in all methods. Antiretroviral drugs were stable in the storage conditions assayed according to the routine laboratory. The error function discriminated for each analytical method validated was linear in saquinavir (SD=4.84+7.14.10(-2)C) and abacavir (SD=-1.072+3.70.10(-2)C), and non-linear in ritonavir (SD=39.98+2.40.10(-5)C2). Three analytical methods were developed and subsequently validated, with validation parameters being within the specifications and attributes of quality established. The error function characterized for each validated method can be used as a heteroscedastic weighting method in the parameter estimation by non-linear regression analysis in clinical pharmacokinetic studies of antiretroviral drugs assayed.